RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

st Race The Kentucky Plate
1
DREAM CHASER
Bg19-20 - 6

Cl-3y, Maiden

12⁄19408 had apparently lost its left hind shoe during the
612⁄19404 was running green after entering the straight.
171⁄2010410 met interference passing 700 Metres.

1400 Mts.
race.

Bg19-20 Bg19-20 nd Race The Inauguration Plate
Cl-V, 0-20
1200 Mts.
7
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CHALLENGING STAR
BgS19 - 14 ⁄19123 Jockey reported that his mount was stumbling throughout the race.
DEFINITIVE
BgS19 - 98⁄191810 withdraw on veterinary grounds as it was found to be trotting short on
both fore due to tendon problem. Bg19-20 - 171⁄2010610 It was observed that Jockey had to steady his mount to avoid
striking the front runner TAZAMOUR passing the 900 Metres. 152⁄2015811 met interference at the start.
DESERT MIRAGE
BgS19 - 185⁄19110 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ after entering the straight.
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1 ⁄1931 met interference soon after the start. 277⁄191447 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in after entering
straight. Bg19-20 - 171⁄201068 met interference passing the 1000 Metres. 72⁄2014410 Jockey was fined for the loss of whip
passing the 300 Metres.
ESTELLA
Bg19-20 - 2911⁄19242 met interference passing the 1000 Metres. 41⁄20888 Jockey reported
that his mount was inclined to run out between the 800 Metres till about 700 Metres. 251⁄201144 Jockey reported that his
mount was inclined to run out passing the 800 Metres.
HEAVENLY ANGEL
BgS19 - 226⁄19730 was extremely fractious in the gates whereby the Jockey got injured.
Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn. 137⁄191156 was inclined to run out passing the 1000 Metres.
98⁄191817 was inclined to run out between 800 Metres and 600 Metres. Bg19-20 - 72⁄201440 reared up as the gates opened,
flipped over, dislodged its rider and ran riderless thereafter.
ELITE AGENT
BgS19 - 296⁄199112 it was found to have sustained bleeding gum injury. Bg19-20 4
171⁄20106 met interference passing the 1000 Metres. 72⁄201399 met interference passing the 1000 Metres and again
approaching 900 Metres and again passing the 700 Metres.
ICONIC PRINCESS
Bg19-20 - 31⁄208210 Jockey reported that his mount stumbled passing the 800 Metres.
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17 ⁄20103 met interference passing the 100 Metres.
AIR FORCE ONE
Bg19-20 - 41⁄20892 Jockey reported that he lost his right stirrup at the start which he regained
within a few strides and also Jockey was fined for the excessive use of the whip on his mount during the race. 152⁄201533
severe interference passing the 1000 Metres.
RULER OF NATION
Bg19-20 - 3011⁄193111 Jockey was reprimanded for dropping hands before passing the
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winning post. 4 ⁄2088 met interference at the start.
rd Race The Altenburg Plate Div - II
Cl-IV, 15-35, 4 years old and over
1400 Mts.
KINGSFIELD
My19 - 199⁄19500 stopped galloping approaching 700 meters. The horse was impounded for
veterinary examination and was reported to have sustained clipped injury over left hind chestnut and cut injury on right hind
outer cannon. Bg19-20 - 1412⁄19607 met interference approaching 350 Metres.
SUN SPLASH
Bg19-20 - 261⁄201202 Jockey had to steady his mount to avoid striking the front runner LE
MARC passing the 700 Metres.
OROGENESIS
Bg19-20 - 41⁄209010 Jockey reported that his mount stopped galloping in the final 350
Metres, it was found to have sharp molars on right side.
TYTO ALBA
Bg19-20 - 142⁄201510 was extremley fractious, reared up and sat down. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn. 272⁄201680 was extremely fractious and injured its rider. Under the circumstances,
it was permitted to be withdrawn.
DESERT COMBAT
BgS19 - 28⁄191643 met interference passing the 600 Metres. My19 - 2010⁄191130 withdraw
as it was observed to have injured on poll, left side of neck and right hind pastern. Bg19-20 - 251⁄201122 met interference
passing the 1100 Metres. 272⁄201745 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out from 800 Metres, it was found to
have sharp molars on both sides.
LADY NECTAR
My19 - 199⁄19(44) was slowly away.
CAMELEONS IMAGE
Bg19-20 - 111⁄20972 jumped awkwardly outwards at the start. and had a frequent urination,
swishing of tail and filly was in visible heat.
POLAR EXPRESS
Bg19-20 - 272⁄201705 jumped out awkwardly.
HIGH PRIESTESS
Bg19-20 - 3011⁄19318 Jockey reported that his mount was running green throughout the race.
301⁄201294 met interference passing the 900Metres and Jockey reported that while passing the 800Metres he got squeezed
for room by the horse on his outside POWER OF SHAMBHALA.
FORTUNEER
Bg19-20 - 301⁄2012910 Jockey was severely reprimanded for the improper use of whip during
the race.
SOUTHERN POWER
My19 - 1910⁄191028 jumped awkwardly inwards at the start. Bg19-20 - 72⁄201444 Jockey
reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ after entering the straight.
th Race The Ranganathittu Plate
Cl-3y, Maiden
1200 Mts.
DARING BOY
Bg19-20 - 152⁄2015211 was slowly away, lost few lengths.
ALLABOUTHER
CAPITAL GAIN
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Bg19-20 - 272⁄2016910 was slightly slowly away.
th Race The Vidhana Soudha Cup
Cl-I, 60 and above
1200 Mts.
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SILVER IKON
Bg17-18 - 20 ⁄18(27) Jockey reported that his mount was lugging in under pressure during
the final stages of the race.
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Bg19-20 - 63⁄201813 was found to have burst its blood vessels.
PSYCHIC WARRIOR
BgS19 - 217⁄191380 it was found to be sore. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to
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be withdrawn. Bg19-20 - 6 ⁄201818 met interference at the start.
MANCHESTER
My19 - 1010⁄19910 withdraw on veterinary grounds, as it sustained injury over left frontal
region and bleeding from left nostril. 3010⁄191320 was extremely fractious at the Gates and refused to be stalled; Under the
circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn. Bg19-20 - 2211⁄19220 was extremely fractious and refuse to be stalled.
Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn. 152⁄2015510 met interference approaching 900 Metres.
SET TO WIN
Bg19-20 - 1312⁄19516 met interference approaching 700 Metres. My19-20 - 13⁄201130 was
not co-operative while being loaded into the float for travel to Mysuru. Under the circumstances permission was granted to
withdrawn.
DEPTH CHARGE
Bg19-20 - 1412⁄195613 sustained clipped injury on right hind hock. 63⁄201810 was found to
be trotting lame on left fore. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn.
MONGOLIAN KING
Bg18-19 - 211⁄1853 was slightly slowly away. BgS19 - 67⁄191049 was slowly away and lost
few lengths at the start. My19 - 310⁄19787 Jockey reported that his mount was not galloping fluently.
TURF MAGIC
Bg19-20 - 31⁄20838 was found to have burst its blood vessels.
MALWA
My19 - 279⁄19712 Jockey reported that the horse drifted ‘out’ under pressure after entering
the straight & Jockey was fined for the excessive use of the whip, on his mount in the above Race. M19-20 - 12⁄201176 was
sore by the right fore leg.
LIFE AWAITS
BgS19 - 296⁄19886 jumped awkwardly outwards. Bg19-20 - 612⁄194311 jockey was fined for
travelling wide after entering the straight for no apparent reason. 152⁄201558 jumped out awkwardly and it was found to
have sharp molars on both sides.
COMMODUS
Bg19-20 - 2211⁄19133 Jockey reported that he had to steady his mount to avoid striking the
front runner MALWA passing the 800 Metres. 612⁄19466 after jumping out slightly swerved towards the left. 111⁄201003
Jockey reported that due to kick back of the earth he had a partial vision during the race.
th Race The Rajyotsava Trophy (grade Iii)
Cl-T., Terms
1400 Mts.
2
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TRAFALGAR
CMn19 - 10 ⁄1978 was slow to begin. Cl19-20 - 7 ⁄1942 was extremely fractious and
refused to be stalled. Under the circumstances the rig was permitted to be withdrawn. M19-20 - 22⁄2012513 met interference
at the start.
CAVALLO VELOCE
My19 - 1110⁄19998 met interference at the start, passing the 1000 Metres and again
approaching the 800 Metres. sustained small cuts on both hock joints. Md19-20 - 11⁄20(112) met interference immediately
after the start. My19-20 - 13⁄201130 withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was found to be trotting lame on right fore and
injury over knee with swelling.
KNOTTY ASH
My19 - 119⁄19332 Trainer was fined for the discrepancies in shoeing in respect of his charge.
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Bg19-20 - 7 ⁄20142 met interference at the start and again passing the 1000mts and again passing the 300 Metres.
MULTIFACETED
Md19-20 - 72⁄201690 was reluctant while being loaded in the float at Bangalore Turf Club
and hence was permitted to be withdrawn. My19-20 - 292⁄201076 jumped awkwardly ‘inwards’ at the start.
SALAZAAR
BgS19 - 287⁄191535 met interferenec soon after the start & Jockey reported that his mount
accidentally stumbled at 1400 Metres and 800 Metres. Bg19-20 - 31⁄20852 Jockey reported that his mount was lugging
under pressure in the final 150 Metres. M19-20 - 22⁄20(123) was found to be sore by the left fore leg and Jockey stated that
his mount hung in despite his efforts.
ARECA LEGEND
My19 - 1110⁄19993 jumped awkwardly inwards.
POINT TO PROVE
HyM19 - 2110⁄191924 stumbled at about the 300 mtrs for no apparent reason & met
interference at about the 250mtrs. Cl19-20 - 82⁄20(114) met interference passing the distance post.
AUGUSTUS CAESAR
M19-20 - 92⁄201324 met interference at the start.
DREAM CATCHER
Bg19-20 - 41⁄20927 Jockey reported that the track was shifty.
KNIGHT TEMPLAR
BgS19 - 195⁄1982 Jockey accidentally lost his left rein approaching 200 Metres which he
regained passing the 100 Metres. 226⁄19(73) jumped awkwardly outwards.
COSMIC RAY
My19-20 - 13⁄201146 met interference passing the 400 Metres.
SHESMYSCRIPT
My19 - 119⁄19330 withdraw as it was observed to be suffering from colic. 209⁄19560 had
apparently lost its right fore shoe during the Race. 1910⁄191076 had apparently lost both fore shoes during the race & was
slowly away.
VACHAN
Md19-20 - 141⁄201332 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to hang in in the straight.
th Race The Belgaum Plate
Cl-III, 30-50
1400 Mts.
ASTRAL FORCE
Bg19-20 - 261⁄201270 was withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was found to be lame on
left fore. 63⁄201793 Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing the 200 Metres. and An enquiry is being held
into the incident.
PRERANA
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Bg19-20 - 3011⁄19312 Jockey reported that his mount was lugging ’in’ under pressure in the
reared up and fell over in the saddling enclosure and was found to be sore on right fore.Under
final 250 Metres.
the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn.
SCHAFENBERG
My19 - 298⁄1960 withdraw from the above race, as it was observed to have sustained two
inch long deep cut above left eye. Bg19-20 - 31⁄20874 planted and lost many lengths at the start. 261⁄2012410 Jockey reported
that he did not have his right leg in the stirrup when the start was given, which he regained passing the 1200 Metres.
BLACK WHIZZ
Bg19-20 - 142⁄2015010 Jockey was forced to travel wide from 900 Metres to 800 Metres.
CLASSIC CHARM
Bg19-20 - 31⁄20865 met interference at the start.
INDIAN DEMOCRAT
BgS19 - 67⁄191025 met interference passing the 850 Metres. Bg19-20 - 31⁄20843 Jockey
reported that the ground was very shifty and his mount was not finding its feet between the 1000 Metres till about 400 Metres.
152⁄201565 met interference passing the 250 Metres and Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out after entering the
straight.
OZARK
Bg19-20 - 2812⁄19774 had apparently lost its right fore shoe during the race.
th Race The Altenburg Plate Div - I
Cl-IV, 15-35, 4 years old and over
1400 Mts.
SONGKRAN
BgS19 - 296⁄19(86) sustained superficial injury on left hind cannon. Bg19-20 - 1511⁄1917 met
interference along the rails passing the 1000 mts. 1912⁄19660 was found to be trotting lame on right fore. Under the
circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn. 111⁄20983 met interference approaching 700 Metres.
DESERT ROSE
Bg18-19 - 251⁄191222 met interference in the final 50 Metres. Bg19-20 - 2911⁄19269 after
jumping out did not raise a fluent gallop and lost many lengths and met interference at the start. 31⁄20879 planted, after
jumping out did not raise a fluent gallop for the first 50 Metres.
MARCO POLO
My19 - 119⁄19300 was not co-operative while being loaded into the float for travel to Mysuru.
Under the circumstances permission was granted to Trainer to withdraw. Bg19-20 - 152⁄201569 met interference soon after
the start.
SHE’S INNOCENT
Bg19-20 - 3011⁄193211 met interference about 500 Metres and again passing the 150mts.
and Jockey was fined for dropping hands in the final 100 Metres. 1312⁄19(48) met interference at the start and again passing
the 150 Metres.
INCITATUS
My19 - 1010⁄19936 Jockey reported that the horse was not galloping fluently in the straight
and met interference passing 350mts. Bg19-20 - 63⁄201796 pulled up lame on right fore.
ULTIMATE POWER
My19 - 199⁄19(46) jumped awkwardly ‘outwards’ at the start. Bg19-20 - 1412⁄19576 met
interference approaching 1300 Metres.. 41⁄20918 met interference soon after the start.
CHANTELLE
My19 - 310⁄19793 Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing 250 Metres. and
Jockey reported that, his mount was not galloping fluently in the first 400 Metres of the race.
INDUSTRIALIST
My19 - 3010⁄191273 Jockey was fined for excessive use of whip, on his mount, in the above
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Race. Bg19-20 - 13 ⁄1952 Jockey was fined for not improving his position from 900 Metres till about 500 Metres for no
apparent reason.
MARIACHI
BgS19 - 255⁄19214 was impounded for veterinary examination. On examination, it was found
to have burst its blood vessels. Bg19-20 - 63⁄201795 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ after entering the
straight.
SAINTHOOD
Bg19-20 - 3011⁄19314 Jockey was fined for not improving his position from 800 Metres till
about 500 Metres for no apparent reason. 31⁄20824 met interference approaching 1000 Metres.
APOLLO BAY
Bg19-20 - 63⁄201777 Jockey was fined for taking a unduly long lead till about the final bend.
ECO FRIENDLY
Bg19-20 - 72⁄201377 met interference at the start.
QUEEN OF SANDS
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251⁄201140

